Unit 3 Extension

1 Choose a name for these people.
   your husband / boyfriend
   your wife / girlfriend
   your baby
   your friend

2 Work in pairs. Give your list of names to your partner.

3 Write cards for your partner for these special occasions.
   21st birthday
   25th wedding anniversary
   engagement
   new baby

4 Number the conversations in order. Then complete the conversations. Use your partner’s name and the names on your partner’s list.

   Conversation one
   ______ A: You’re 21 today.
   ______ A: Happy Birthday, ____________ . This is for you.
   ______ B: Thank you. You’re very kind.
   ______ B: Yes!

   Conversation two
   ______ A: You’re welcome.
   ______ A: Happy Anniversary, ____________ and ____________ .
   ______ A: Congratulations! This is for you.
   ______ B: Thanks! Twenty-five years!
   ______ B: Thank you very much.

   Conversation three
   ______ A: This is for you.
   ______ A: Congratulations, ____________ and ____________ . You’re engaged!
   ______ A: When’s the wedding?
   ______ B: Thank you very much. That’s lovely.
   ______ B: It’s in August.
   ______ B: Thank you. We’re very happy.
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Conversation four

______ A: That’s a lovely name! This is for ____________.

______ A: It’s a pleasure.

______ A: Congratulations, ____________ and ____________.

______ A: What’s the baby’s name?

______ B: Thank you very much. You’re very kind.

______ B: ____________.

______ B: Thank you.

5 Practise the conversations in Exercise 4. Remember to use contractions.

6 Write messages to friends for two of the special occasions in Exercises 3–5. Remember to use contractions.

Hi
baby/lovely
name
one month old


Hi
wedding anniversary/today
party/son’s house


7 Write messages for the other two special occasions. Remember to use contractions.